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Name
Sequences (5′  3′) Figure S1 Supplementary Figure S1 . Agarose gel electrophoresis analysis of scaffold preparation. Lane 1, double strand circular DNA; lane 2, nicked double strand circular DNA; lane 3, scaffold. Arrow indicates scaffold.
Supplementary Figure S2
Supplementary Figure S2 . Agarose gel electrophoresis analysis of DNA nanostructures. A, lane1, scaffold; lane2, RecDNA; lane3, Δ6c; lane4, Δ12c; lane5, Δ18c; lane6, Δ24; lane7, Scaf4. B, lane1, scaffold; lane2, RecDNA; lane3, Δ6p; lane4, Δ12p; lane5, Δ18p.
